Hundreds of students spent hours connecting on social media and sharing tips on how to succeed in the program. Last February, EMET held its third 24-hour all-or-nothing Charidy matching campaign, successfully raising over $100,000. The organization's weekly Bais Medrash Program in Yeshiva Chofetz Chaim, led by Rabbi Michael Fuzaylov, is really thriving. Every Wednesday evening, students gather to learn with their peers and staff members, get immersed in Torah without life's distractions, and build a community of students who are inspired, motivated and connected.

Emotional Trip to Europe

The highlight of the retreat was the Melave Malka banquet on Motzoei Shabbos, where attendees were treated to delicious food, a warm and welcoming atmosphere, and beautiful oceanfront accommodations. 15 people joined the event, which included a gun range, hiking, paintballing, and an amusement park. They enjoyed hearing from EMET student Jonathan Shitrit, who said, “My favorite part was getting to ask the rebbe questions and have a kesher with a rabbi. Even during downtime, the learning never stopped. With nearly 1 staff member for every 4 students, each boy was able to develop a deeper level of textual knowledge, as well as more connection with peers and staff, learn relevant halachos, and access the wealth of special events. Each of the 35 students was deeply moved and impacted, and many of them have continued to participate in EMET programs ever since.

New “Torat Emet” Higher-Level Boys’ Division

EMET’s popular Step-It-Up learning program for higher-level girls reached a new level of special events. In October, EMET moved into its new headquarters in the heart of Jamaica, Queens, New York. The headquarters is a major upgrade. In addition to its many offices and workstations, the building has a spacious learning and event center, which is used to host conferences, seminars, and other educational programs. The center is also used to host social events, such as the recent Chanukah melave malka, which featured Rebbetzin Adina Yaeger discussing the seven prophetesses, and the other was by EMET staff member Mr. Leibel Tzvi Ribacoff, singer Chana Esther Nieberg, and is dedicated in memory of Sara Schwartz a”h, a woman whose dedication and commitment to education was profound. EMET Outreach has been a staple of the Queens community for 14 years, and the new headquarters will enable the organization to continue its mission of incorporating halacha and Jewish ethics into their everyday dealings.

Grand Opening of New EMET Center

EMET Outreach has been a staple of the Queens community for 14 years, and the new headquarters will enable the organization to continue its mission of incorporating halacha and Jewish ethics into their everyday dealings. The new headquarters features a beautiful, spacious office, which includes a learning and event center, which is used to host conferences, seminars, and other educational programs. The center is also used to host social events, such as the recent Chanukah melave malka, which featured Rebbetzin Adina Yaeger discussing the seven prophetesses, and the other was by EMET staff member Mr. Leibel Tzvi Ribacoff, singer Chana Esther Nieberg, and is dedicated in memory of Sara Schwartz a”h, a woman whose dedication and commitment to education was profound. EMET Outreach has been a staple of the Queens community for 14 years, and the new headquarters will enable the organization to continue its mission of incorporating halacha and Jewish ethics into their everyday dealings.